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[The following is feedback to comments and questions raised in the Script Ad Hoc recommendations,
L2/18-241.]
The representation and orthography of Syloti Nagri is nearly same as that of Bengali. We had explained
in detail about the changes required in the document- Encoding model to represent conjuncts in Syloti
Nagri https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2017/17418-syloti-nagri-conjuncts.pdf .
Here I am giving summary and replies to the questions raised.
In 2005 as per action item 103-C14 Virama model is adopted for representing the true conjuncts. A806
SYLOTI NAGRI SIGN HASANTA is currently assigned Indic_Syllabic_Category=Pure_Killer.
Pure Killer refers to killing of inherent vowel in consonant sequence, with no consonant stacking
behavior. The current Indic_Syllabic_Category=Pure_Killer is incorrect. As Hasanta is used as both
visible killer viramas and consonant stackers, the property should be changed to
Indic_Syllabic_Category=Virama similar to Bengali and Devanagari.
Rare cross cluster ligatures and false conjuncts are highly rare and occur in some handwritten sources.
These are not attested modern printed sources. Unicode encodes written forms based on orthography
not on pronunciation or reading. To simplify encoding model these false conjuncts should be
represented based on how they are written using Virama regardless of their reading of the text. In Hindi
and other North Indian languages have schwa deletion, such as करना,नमक and समझना are
represented without the use of Virama even though they are pronounced as karnā, namak and
samajhnā. In manuscripts it is common to see cursive forms and scribal errors. While transliterating as
they are written, for example in some manuscripts Bibir is incorrectly written as �����◌� (bibri).
This sequence can be represented as BO+VOWEL SIGN I+BO+HASANTA +RO+VOWEL SIGN I. In L2/05130 ZWJ is used to identical to Virama, this sequence C1+ZWJ+C2 is not found in Indic scripts to form
conjuncts. ZWJ should not be used for forming conjuncts. In Indic scripts generally ligature of Vowel and
consonant do not occur. V-C ligatures in the words like amra and auliar is due to the cursive nature of
the script, which is common in handwritten manuscripts. Cursive forms and false conjuncts
probably don't require encoding level solutions.
For the questions
• Are all the cited conjoining forms orthographically significant?
• Are conjuncts more common than ligatures? If the script ligates often, then a stacker may not be
necessary.
The true Consonant conjuncts are significant and they are common. In our opinion, As in Bengali existing
HASANTA should be used for conjunct formation, new stacker character is not necessary as some of the
fonts like Surma use HASANTA for conjunct formation. The attached images show use of consonant
conjuncts in Syloti Nagri printed sources.
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